
C O L L A B O R A T I O N  W I T H I N  A  T C O M  F R A M E W O R K
In TCOM, collaboration is a key process to managing complex systems where people are the primary components of the system. As such, developing and maintaining collaborative environments is a fundamental 

implementation process. The TCOM model of collaboration considers this challenge in terms of Values, Interactional Components and Structural Components. Values represent the shared belief about how we all should 
approach our common work. Interactional components are interpersonal behaviors of individuals involved in collaborative processes. These characteristics are the standards by which we are expected to behave 

towards each other in collaborative environments. Structural components are the processes put in place to allow collaboration to occur.
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COLLABORATION within a TCOM Framework 

In TCOM, collaboration is a key process to managing complex systems where people are the primary components of the 

system. As such, developing and maintaining collaborative environments is a fundamental implementation process. The 

TCOM model of collaboration considers this challenge in terms of Values, Interactional Components and Structural 

Components. Values represent the shared belief about how we all should approach our common work. Interactional 

components are interpersonal behaviors of individuals involved in collaborative processes. These characteristics are the 

standards by which we are expected to behave towards each other in collaborative environments. Structural components are 

the processes put in place to allow collaboration to occur. 

 

I. VALUES 

Conscientious—All partners attempt to do the right thing.   In the case of TCOM that would be 

make decisions based on the best interest of the people we serve. 

Judicious—All decisions should be approached thoughtfully with timely information and 

perspectives used to guide these decisions. 

Explicit—All communications should be direct and clear.   All expectations and agenda should be 

clear. 

II. INTERACTIONAL COMPONENTS 

Respect—Basic respect among potential collaborators is a necessary component.  Challenges with 

respect can occur if different parties in a collaborative process have different credentials or 

relative power. Challenges with respect also can result from personality differences or similarities 

or personal histories of experiences.    Regardless of these factors, it is incumbent upon people 

entering into potentially collaborative relationships to put these difference and treat others as 

equals in the process. 

Ability to Listen—In order to create collaborative processes, participants need to be able to listen 

to others.  Challenges can result from problems with talking over, or talking too much.   

Challenges can also result from people believing that they already know everything and have 

nothing further to understand. 

Openness to different perspectives—One of the hardest things for some people is to be open to 

hearing the perspectives of people who see the world from very different perspectives.   For 

example, some political processes have devolving into simply following only the news that 

reinforces an existing position.   Some religious perspectives view those do not hold their beliefs 

to be less worthy as humans.   However, to build a collaborative process it is necessary for 

participants to put aside the fact that they may disagree with others on fundamental issues to 

allow for an open discussion of perspectives. 

Trust—Of course the ability to create a safe space where disagreement and discussion is allowed 

and multiple perspectives are appreciated requires trust.    
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III. STRUCTURAL COMPONENTS 

Clear Roles and Responsibilities—not all decisions are collaborative in the sense that often one 

person will have decision responsibilities.    Having clearly established roles and responsibilities 

help partners understand the reasonable limits of collaboration. 

Communication—consistent, accurate, understanding communication is required among partners 

in any collaboration.   Creating and maintaining mechanisms to allow real time communication is 

important. 

Participation—collaboration will only work if partners are available to collaborate.   Time and 

other pressures can work against full participation thereby reducing collaboration.   All 

collaborations must find a balance between having partners commit to being present (in whatever 

that mean for specific activities) and respecting pacing to allow busy partners time to schedule. 

Transparency—all agendas must be on the table.    Hidden agendas derail collaborative 

processes.    The ‘need to know basis’ information sharing mantra that are common in some 

organizational structures work at cross purposes to collaborative process. 

Shared Decision-Making—to the extent possible based on roles and responsibilities, decision 

making should be shared.   Consensus based decision-making is ideal when feasible.   Allowing 

input from all partners prior to a decision actually being made is the minimum standard. 

Use of Feedback—openness to feedback is the foundation of learning.   Learning to be 

collaborative requires this feedback as well for partners to grow their collaborative skills. 

Awareness of Real World Limitations—as mentioned previously not all decision can be made 

collaborative.   Transparent recognition and discussion of natural limits is required to ensure the 

ability to maintain a collaborative environment and avoid the ‘illusion of inclusion’ experience that 

destroys collaborative efforts over time. 
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